
PARIS: Perhaps everything’s bigger in
America, as the old saw goes, but when it
comes to mobile phone calls and data
usage, US consumers are certainly paying
big, sometimes nearly as 20 times as much
as Europeans.

If you live in France, you can pay as little
as 20 euros ($21.50) per month for a monthly
package featuring 50 gigabytes of data,
unlimited domestic and international calls to
over 100 countries and unlimited text mes-
sages. In the United States, that much data
could cost you $390 per month from one
national operator.

While the above comparison may be the
extreme, it dovetails with an International
Telecommunications Union report last year
which found US data to be up to 19.5 times
more expensive than in Europe when cor-
rected for purchasing power of consumers.

The result is that while US companies
may be the pioneers with online video
streaming services like Netflix and Hulu,
Americans have been asked to pay much
more for what it takes to use them on a
smartphone, which is rapidly becoming a
popular platform for catching the latest
episode of your TV show.

That may be changing though, as anoth-
er US operator recently dropped its unlimit-
ed calls and data package from $180 to $80
per month.

Less choice, higher prices 
So why has there been such a huge dif-

ference?
“The fundamental reason is competition,”

said Steven Hartley, Practice leader for
Service Providers and Markets at telecoms
and IT consultancy Ovum.

France and Britain-where you can get an
unlimited data plan for as little as £27 ($41)
— each have four national mobile operators.
The same goes for Sweden, where the
cheapest 50 gigabyte plan is roughly $46. 

Meanwhile in the United States the hand-
ful of so-called national operators don’t real-
ly fully cover all of the country. At any given
location only one or two may be present,
plus a small regional player.

“Of course where you have less choice
you are going to have higher prices,” said
Hartley. The situation is in some ways ironic,
given that the United States is generally
seen as the paragon of free competition
which is supposed to lead to lower prices
while the European Union ties companies up
in red tape, thus causing higher prices.

But in this case “the EU has gone out of
its way to encourage more competition and
to regulate prices, and to regulate them
down”, which has benefited consumers,
said Hartley.

Hellish circle 
Sylvain Chevallier, an associate at telcoms

specialist BearingPoint consultancy, agreed
that competition is the issue, but believes
the problem is in Europe. “It’s not that the US
market isn’t competitive, but I would say
that in fact the European market is way too
competitive” which has resulted in plunging
prices, he said.

Companies need a certain number of
subscribers to cover their costs of building
and operating their networks, he said. In the
United States “you don’t have this constant
life or death struggle for a sufficient number
of customers” said Chevallier, calling it a
“competitive but reasonable market”.

But he believes in certain European mar-
kets, such as France, there are too many
operators for the number of customers, not-
ing that the revenue per customer fell by
nearly a third when a fourth operator started
business.

“To survive the operators must get as
many clients as possible, but to do so cut
prices,” said Chevallier. “It’s a hellish circle
that results in the market losing its value.”

While Europeans may enjoy low prices
now, the question will be whether opera-
tors will be willing to invest the massive
sums needed to upgrade and expand their
networks.  Indeed, the need to recoup
investment costs is the main argument
advanced by the US mobile industry to
explain its tariffs.

Low income households burdened 
But such an explanation is just “smoke

and mirrors” said Linda Sherry, a spokes-
woman for Consumer Action, a US consumer
advocacy group that takes issue with a num-
ber of practices that stick consumers with
higher bills.

In Europe, if  you exceed your data
allowance you’ll see your speed reduced, but
in the United States you’ll find an extra
charge from some operators.

Long term contracts with subsidised
phones make it difficult to change operators
to take advantage of a better deal. The
importance of service charges for smart-
phones is about more than paying a premi-
um to catch the latest episode of Empire.  

A US Census report last year found that
minorities and low-income households are
more likely to only have handheld devices to
access the Internet, which is increasingly
becoming the gateway for many services.
“We see why people feel this is a critical serv-
ice,” said Sherry. “It eats up a much larger
percentage of their income, but as it is nec-
essary, minorities and low-income families
bite the bullet and pay. They are going with-
out something else,” she said. — AFP
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SAN FRANCISCO:  The latest “Call of
Duty” video game boasted an opening
weekend that blew away any other
game, film, book or music debut this year,
the company behind it said Wednesday.

“Call of Duty: Black Ops III” racked up
more than $550 million in sales in the
three days after its release on November
6, according to California-based
Activision Publishing, a subsidiary of
Activision Blizzard.

“Call of Duty’s millions of passionate
fans have shown us, yet again, the
strength of their commitment to this
enduring franchise,” said Activision
Blizzard chief executive Bobby Kotick.

It was “the biggest entertainment
launch this year in any medium, and big-
ger than any theatrical opening weekend
ever,” he added. Fans played the game
online for more than 75 million hours,
setting a new record for the blockbuster
franchise.

Black Ops III is the 12th game in the
series, testimony to its longevity and abil-
ity to reinvent itself, all the while earning
it a loyal following of tens of millions of
fans.

“Our fans are engaging more deeply
with the franchise than ever before,” said
Activision Publishing chief executive Eric
Hirshberg. “Call of Duty is more than a
game, it’s a year round passion for a
growing base of millions of fans and it’s
only gaining momentum.”

The latest mission in the first-person
shooter franchise sends players into a
“dark and twisted future.” For Activision
Blizzard, the latest revamp of its gaming
megahit aimed to revive stagnating sales

and came hot on the heels of an
announcement that it is buying the mak-
er of the addictive “Candy Crush Saga,”
King Digital Entertainment, for $5.9 bil-
lion-tapping into a market of half a billion
gamers worldwide.

Zombie mode 
This time the action is set in the year

2065. Climate change has spawned fierce
competition over scarce resources. Highly
effective anti-aircraft systems mean fight-
ing is on the ground, and often in covert
or “black” operations.

The game launched across an array of
consoles and PCs. “Call of Duty: Black Ops
III is off to a great start,” said Bob Puzon,
senior vice president of merchandising
for US retail chain GameStop. “The game’s
story line, new features and intense zom-
bie mode have helped make it our most
successful title launch so far this year.”

“Black Ops III” was created by Treyarch
studio and published by Activision. And
while the latest incarnation harks back to
recent episodes, notably with shades of
2014’s Advanced Warfare, it is a far cry
from its debut based on World War II
action.

Advances in consoles mean that for
the first time the “Campaign”-the main
narrative of the game-can be played with
friends. It also features women soldiers.

As usual the game offers over-the-
Internet multiplayer battles as well, not to
mention “Zombies” mode as gamers look
to survive attacks from hordes of the liv-
ing dead. Activision uses three developer
studios so a new “Call of Duty” title is
available each year. — AFP

‘Call of Duty’ video 
game blitzes on debut

ROME: A photo taken on Saturday shows a peace sign next to flowers outside the French embassy in Rome, a day after a string of attacks
on the French capital Paris. — AFP

PARIS:  A “Peace for Paris” symbol, combining the
city’s beloved Eiffel Tower with the peace sign of
the Sixties, has gone viral following the Paris terror
attacks. The designer is a 32-year-old French graph-
ic artist, Jean Jullien, who lives in London.

Listening to the radio, he became horrified by
the violence unfolding in his nation’s capital and
reached for his sketchpad. “My first reaction was to
draw something and share it,” he told AFP. “It was
spontaneous. I wanted to do something that could
be useful for people.”

“Given the scale of the violence, the peace-and-
love symbol was essential.  It was then quite an
easy thing to combine it with the Eiffel Tower, the
symbol of Paris,” he added. “The two symbols fit
together.” The peace-and-love motif was adopted
by Britain’s Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament
(CND) in the 1950s, before being used by anti-war
and “counter-culture” militants in the 1960s.

Jullien posted the combined symbol on his
website and then tweeted it.  Within hours, it was
shared more 45,000 times and retweeted 76,000

times, including by the British underground artist
Banksy. At least 128 people were killed and several
hundred were killed in coordinated gun-and-
explosives attacks on a Paris concert hall, restau-
rants and the Stade de France stadium.

A similiar Internet phenomenon occurred after
the January 7 attack on the satirical magazine
Charlie Hebdo, in which 12 people were killed by
jihadist gunmen.

Joachim Roncin, artist director and music jour-
nalist at the lifestyle magazine Stylist, devised a
slogan of solidarity, “Je Suis Charlie” (I am Charlie),
in white capital letters on a black background.

He placed the image on social media, and with-
in hours it was picked up around France and
beyond, becoming the totem of nationwide rallies
totalling an estimated four million.

An Australian Muslim woman has donated
close to Aus$1,000 (US$700) to charity after pledg-
ing to give one dollar every time she receives a
hate-filled Tweet.

Susan Carland, who teaches at Monash

University in Melbourne, tweeted on October 22
that she was donating to UNICEF for every nasty
comment from trolls.  “Nearly at $1,000 in dona-
tions. The needy children thank you, haters!,” she
said at the time.

Carland said she had previously been blocking,
muting, ignoring or occasionally engaging with
trolls but decided some months ago to turn it
around based on the Quran’s injunction of “driving
off darkness with light”.

“I felt I should be actively generating good in
the world for every ugly verbal bullet sent my way,”
she wrote in a column for Fairfax Media on Friday.
Carland said any Muslim seemed to attract a lot of
hate online, and abuse directed at her ranged from
wishing her dead, to insults about her dress sense
and accusations that she was a “stealth jihadist”. 

But she said making the donations meant she
now barely batted an eyelid when a “ghastly tweet”
was served up to her. “It represents nothing more
than a chalk-mark on my mental tally for the next
instalment to UNICEF,” she wrote. — Agencies

Mobile information 
superhighway expensive 

in US than Europe

NEW YORK: CBS News sees its coverage of
Saturday’s Democratic presidential debate as
a key moment in helping to establish CBSN,
the streaming service that just celebrated its
first birthday.

Political reporter Major Garrett will host a
preview of the debate an hour before it
begins on CBSN. The free service will stream
the debate live, accompanied by data and
tweets provided by Twitter, with Garrett step-
ping in with reactions during commercial
breaks of the televised contest. It is also being
shown on the broadcast television network.

CBSN, which launched on Nov. 6, 2014,
provides a continuous newscast and also
allows users to click on streams of individual
stories. It is available on the CBS News web-
site, on the network’s mobile apps and

through services like Apple TV, Roku and
Android TV. Starting this week, it can also be
seen on Xbox One. “What this has to be to be
a success is to be completely ubiquitous, that
everybody who is delivering live news con-
tent has to be distributing us,” said CBS News
President David Rhodes.

CBS views it as the future of video news, a
generation removed from cable news net-
works. The average age of a CBSN viewer is
just under 40, considerably younger than the
traditional television news demographic, the
Nielsen company said. It is younger by three
years for people watching on Internet-con-
nected televisions.

For now, the service is unique to CBS.
Rhodes said he believes competitors like
CNN, Fox News and MSNBC are reluctant to

try something similar because potential users
would be put off by having to go through
cable companies to use the service. “If we
make a go of this and it becomes a commer-
cial success, I think you will see others try to
get into it,” he said. “I think we would welcome
that because it’s a validation of our strategy.”

Ongoing debates
While the network does not say how

many people use CBSN, Rhodes said he
expected it will get more views Saturday
night than ever before.

Usage tends to spike around major news
events, he said. Oddly, the service has done
well before, during and after previous presi-
dential debates, which Rhodes found surpris-
ing considering CBSN did not stream them.

The service has offered ongoing discussions
about the debates while they were happen-
ing with occasional highlights, and Rhodes
speculated it appeals to cord-cutters who
have no traditional TV service.

This Saturday, network executives antici-
pate CBSN will be used as a second screen for
many people already watching the debate on
the broadcast network.

Garrett said he’ll be helping to curate the
Twitter feed that will appear on the CBSN
screen. “That’s part of the experiment,” he
said. “Everyone associated with social media is
trying to figure out - how do you make it
meaningful and not just noisy?”

Because of social media, the “spin room”
that existed after debates is now in operation
while the event is still going on. Garrett will

use the broadcast commercial breaks to show
how campaign aides are trying to shape the
stories. Garrett, who worked at both CNN and
Fox News Channel, had anticipated a more
structured environment at CBS with news-
casts in the morning and evening broadcasts.
CBSN takes him back to his cable days where
there is much more time to fill; fewer com-
mercials mean discussions can go even
longer at CBSN.

His children - ages 20, 19 and 15 - provide
him with a daily reminder of the importance
of CBSN. Their dad works in TV but they rarely
see him there. They catch him in clips that are
linked on social media.

“The digital platform is essential for the
fate of broadcast network news,” he said. “We
have to be in that space.” — AP

CBS hopes debate coverage will boost streaming service
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Muslim Australian donates $1 for every hate-filled Tweet

TOKYO: Japanese car manufacturers will have to con-
vince the public that letting go of the wheel in a self-
driving car is safe, while also dealing with the biggest
threat to the cars’ security: the humans using them.

Toyota, Nissan and Honda are intent on putting
autonomous cars on highways-and also city roads for
Nissan-by 2020, and the triumvirate of Japan’s auto
industry were keen to stress the advances made so far
at the recent Tokyo Motor Show.

Their stated goal-preventing deaths on the road-is
laudable, but the technological arms race is also highly
lucrative: consultancy firm AT Kearney has estimated
the market for the self-driving car could be worth more
than $566 billion by 2035.

Nissan chief executive Carlos Ghosn told reporters
at the Tokyo show the company has high hopes the
technology will save lives while altering car journeys
forever. “It compensates for human error, which causes
more than 90 percent of all car accidents. “As a result,
time spent behind the wheel is safer, more efficient and
more fun,” he said.

But Ghosn’s comments belie the work still to be
done, as its engineers edge forward in steps rather than
leaps. Google offers promises of a fully autonomous car,
but these automakers are taking a more gradual
approach, focusing on aspects such as self-parking and
crash avoidance technology.

Functions such as emergency braking and speed-
limiting devices that track the distance between vehi-
cles already exist, but getting drivers to abandon the
steering wheel completely is a harder sell.

“We must make sure our clients understand how
the machine works,” said Nissan’s chief planning officer,
Philippe Klein.

To instil confidence, the artificial intelligence that
will power Nissan’s autonomous cars will mirror the dri-
ver’s driving style as closely as possible, while “ironing
out any bad habits”, the automaker said.

Intersection conundrum 
Obtaining the trust of drivers is crucial, as without it

“we cannot move forward”, said Moritaka Yoshida, a
Toyota executive.  And even if the user of a self-driving
car is convinced of its superior safety, other road users
need to feel secure sharing the tarmac.  Manufacturers
are experimenting with icons or written messages
appearing on wind-shields, warning sounds, and in one
case a light-strip along the length of the car whose
colour and intensity would alter in different situations.
Intersections present a particular challenge, said
Melissa Cefkin, who is based at Nissan’s Silicon Valley
research centre. 

“Sometimes drivers communicate between them-

selves and with pedestrians or cyclists directly, by swap-
ping looks, with a hand gesture, or even verbally,” she
said. “Sometimes it’s interpretative: we look for signals
while judging the vehicle’s speed and movements.”

The tiny pointers that motorists pick up from one
another are not yet within the reach of the technology.
“Currently, the machine isn’t capable of grasping all the
subtlety of these clues,” Cefkin said.

To better understand them, Nissan is undertaking
the immense task of studying thousands of intersection
scenarios in an attempt to identify cultural patterns by
country or context. — AFP

Human roadblock for Japanese 
firms developing autonomous cars

TOKYO: This picture taken on October 6, 2015 shows Japanese auto giant Toyota’s autonomous
driving demonstration with a Lexus GS450h on the Tokyo metropolitan highway during
Toyota’s advanced technology presentation in Tokyo. Japanese car manufacturers will have to
convince the public that letting go of the wheel in a self-driving car is safe, while also dealing
with the biggest threat to the cars’ security: the humans using them.  —  AFP 


